The explosive use of smart devices enabled the emergence of collective resource sharing among mobile individuals. Mobile users need to cooperate with each other to improve the whole network's quality of service. By modeling the cooperative behaviors in a mobile crowd into an evolutionary Prisoner's dilemma game, we investigate the relationships between cooperation rate and some main influence factors, including crowd density, communication range, temptation to defect, and mobility attributes. Using evolutionary game theory, our analysis on the cooperative behaviors of mobile takes a deep insight into the cooperation promotion in a dynamical network with selfish autonomous users. The experiment results show that mobile user's features, including speed, moving probability, and reaction radius, have an obvious influence on the formation of a cooperative mobile social network. We also found some optimal status when the crowd's cooperation rate reaches the best. These findings are important if we want to establish a mobile social network with a good performance.
Introduction
With the rapid development of wireless communication technology, communications between smart devices (such as smart phones, Pads, wearable devices, and smart vehicles) for information dissemination and network resource sharing are becoming more and more common. Numerous researches have been done to solve the design challenges of wireless device-to-device (D2D) communication. Many new approaches have been proposed to make the formation of D2D communication networks possible [1] [2] [3] [4] . As an emerging and innovative technology in next-generation cellular networks, LTE-A is capable of making the most of topology in networking its nodes. It enables wireless nodes to communicate directly with each other without support from the network infrastructure. Another enabling technology is WiFi direct, which supports devices to connect with each other for file transfer without requiring a wireless access point. Both of LTE-A and WiFi direct technologies make geography-aware information sharing and collaborative task solving within a crowd easier in our daily life.
The handheld smart devices connect with each other via direct wireless D2D communication when they come across and develop the whole crowd into a self-organized network. We call such network mobile crowd network (MCN). In general, there is no central control mechanism to manage the communications between nodes in MCNs. Each node decides to participate in or get out of the network independently by itself. A node shares its resources and cooperates with other nodes voluntarily when it is in the network. Communication links between nodes are usually temporal and volatile due to nodes' movement. Nodes' mobility attributes (including moving probability, velocity, direction, and trajectory) are hard to predict; that is, the topology of a MCN is fully dynamic.
With resource sharing and cooperation between nodes, MCN brings us higher network coverage and bigger network capacity [1, 2] . MCN also allows its nodes to experience additional benefits in terms of smaller communication latency, increased data rate, and reduced energy consumption under well-designed cooperation and incentive mechanism [5] . Furthermore, MCN provides a new paradigm of mobile crowd applications, such as community dynamics monitoring in public safety, traffic monitoring and planning in cities, geography-aware and participatory data collection in environment and weather sensing, and other collaborative 2 Mobile Information Systems complex task solving on mobile crowd, also known as mobile crowdsensing/crowdsourcing. D2D Communications in MCNs can be treated as a type of cooperation behavior between nodes that are willing to transport or relay data for the nodes around them by some types of interdependency and reciprocity. It is the collaborative communications that significantly improve the whole network quality and throughput capacity [6] . However, there are some obstacles in promoting the cooperation behaviors that can improve the network performance of MCNs.
First, the MCN is a type of fully distributed and selforganized wireless network. In MCNs, unlike wireless ad hoc networks and wireless sensor networks, there are no network operators or coordinator nodes that work on the whole network level, have rich information of the whole network, and take charge of network performance management. Therefore, it is hard to design and deploy a centralized control mechanism for improving the collaborative communications in MCNs.
Second, most nodes are usually handheld smart devices. The resource sharing at application level or system level may be turned on/off any time anywhere by the device holders. The collaborative communications between these autonomous nodes fully depend on human-centric communication will. Due to the fact that all the mobile devices are carried by different people who are irrelevant, a natural problem is whether the device holders are willing to cooperate when they communicate with their neighbors. As we know, altruistic behaviors in D2D communications, that is, sharing one's own resources with others, induce extra energy consumption and utility loss in storage, computing, and communication. Therefore, it is reasonable that MCN nodes tend to make selfish decisions without effective incentive mechanisms; that is, they do not share their resources with others. Selfish behaviors will destroy the attempt of cooperation promotion in MCNs. Therefore, the incentive mechanisms designed for data-centric self-organized networks, such as mobile ad hoc networks and vehicular networks, can not work effectively in the participatory human-centric networks like MCNs, due to possible frequent human intervention.
Third, mobility attributes of nodes, such as moving possibility, velocity, and direction, also substantially affect the cooperation between nodes. Mobility attributes affect the meeting possibility and communication connectivity between nodes. Ephemeral linkages between nodes make the topology of a MCN highly variable. Thus, topology-based incentive mechanisms can not be directly used to promote the cooperation in MCNs, such as tit-for-tat, reputation schemes, and auction scheme [7, 8] proposed for structured networks. Before designing an effective incentive mechanism for MCNs, we should know how nodes' mobility attributes affect the resource sharing behaviors (cooperation or defection) in a MCN. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is still no comprehensive work on MCNs that investigate the relationship between the nodes' mobility and the cooperation rate of a MCN.
In this paper, our objective is not to design an effective incentive mechanism to promote the cooperation rate of a specified MCN but to explore the cooperation dynamics on generalized MCNs, to investigate the factors that influence the cooperation rate of MCNs, and, more importantly, to analyze the relationships between the cooperation rate and the main influence factors in MCNs. To tackle the above obstacles, we classify the main influence factors on the cooperation rate of MCNs into three categories as below.
(i) Device Factor. The device factor is double-edged [9] . The advantageous aspect of device factor is that a device may benefit from the cooperation with other nodes, such as increasing network performance, enlarging its sensing coverage, and promoting application specific performance. However, the main disadvantageous aspect of device factor is the supernumerary resource consumption incurred by altruistic resource sharing in cooperation, including energy consumption, bandwidth loss, additional CPU cycles, and memory occupation.
(ii) Network Factor. The network factor mainly comes from nodes' mobility, including moving probability, moving speed, and direction changing. Suppose each smart device can communicate with multiple neighbored nodes, simultaneously (in this paper, we analyze D2D communication in the application layer. We consider a node can communicate with multiple other nodes, simultaneously; the implementation of multiple-to-multiple D2D communication in the physical layer is not the focus of this paper). The length of wireless communication link (or radius) and the density of the nodes (or population) in a network also affect the cooperation rate in MCNs.
(iii) Human Will. The smart device holders make the final decision, sharing or not. Suppose all participants in a MCN are rational. Therefore, they all make cost-efficient decisions. As a result, we always need appropriate rewards to incentivize more cooperative participants [10] ; thus, we can build a satisfying MSN. According to the most prestigious work on social behaviors, such as [7, 8, [11] [12] [13] , reciprocity mechanism leads to high cooperation rate in social networks. These works show that incentive and punishment play important roles in cooperation behaviors.
Contribution
With considerations of three influence factors and possible social dilemma mentioned in Section 1, our objective is to find out how and to what extent the cooperation rate is influenced and changes. Without loss of generality, we study the cooperation dynamics on the mobile crowds of unstructured population that locate, move, and communicate with each other within a fixed-size region. To highlight the influence from nodes' mobility, under the same population size and region size, we compare the cooperation dynamics on mobile crowds with that on the crowds of static spatial structures. Furthermore, to analyze the situation of more reality, we also explore the cooperation dynamics on the MCN that contains a proportion of special nodes, which is designedly placed into the crowd to promote or degrade the cooperation rate of the MCN. In this paper, we use Prisoner's Mobile Information Systems 3 Dilemma Game (PDG) model to feature the cooperation behaviors in MCNs. Then, from an evolutionary game theoretic perspective, we construct an evolutionary PDG model to explore the relationships between the cooperation rate and the main influence factors on it. The proposed game model takes full account of the three types of influence factors. We think the quantitative findings are valuable for designing effective incentive mechanisms in MCNs.
Our main contributions in this work are as follows:
(i) We model the cooperation dynamics on MCNs of D2D communications into an evolutionary dynamic PDG model, in which smart devices are treated as rational game players/agents. To the best of our knowledge, this is a novel work that analyzes the cooperation dynamics on MCNs taking into consideration the above three categories of influence factors simultaneously. In our model, the device factor and the human will are featured by the parameterised payoff function and evolutionary rule. The agents (handheld smart devices) are supposed to be selfish and rational. Meanwhile, they also expect to construct reciprocity relationships with other agents. Therefore, the network factor is mainly featured by dynamic network topology and agents' mobility attributes. Comprehensive experiments and simulations on the unstructured crowd population show the cooperation rate of MCNs presents no-trivial changing when the influence factors change by time. The experimental results also quantitatively indicate the relationships between the cooperation rate and the main influence factors, including density of agents, communication range, temptation to defect, and mobility attributes. (ii) We fully investigate the impact on the cooperation rate of MCNs from agents' mobility. The mobility attributes we mainly focus on in this paper include moving probability and velocity. Consider that the nodes in the MCN do not change their places all the time. We novelly introduce moving probability which can be viewed as the stability of the crowd and then systematically investigate the cooperation rate under different moving probability, speed, communication radius, and temptation to defect. We find too fast and too slow moving speed both lead to low cooperation rate by fixing other parameters. For a given crowd, it can be observed that there is an optimal average moving speed to achieve the highest cooperation rate. Furthermore, for a given average moving speed, the crowd's cooperation rate increases when the average moving probability increases from static situation; and the cooperation rate decreases when the average moving probability continuously increases from a certain average moving probability.
There is an optimal moving probability for achieving the highest cooperation rate. (iii) Based on our experiment results, we find that the cooperation rate of a mobile crowd is low when the crowd population is both too scattered and too dense. And the highest cooperation level is achieved with a moderate crowd density. We also find that the highest cooperation rate occurs under agent's moderate communication radius. In particular, when agents' communication radius is larger or smaller than the moderate value range of the given configuration, the cooperation rate of the mobile crowd declines significantly.
(iv) Simulations on the square plane indicate that the cooperation rate on a mobile crowd has no-trivial dependence on the individuals behaviors including moving probability, speed, communication radius, and temptation to defect.
Related Work
The formation of cooperative D2D communication between the mobile nodes is of great importance to an efficient cooperative wireless network, in which individuals share data with their neighbors to substantially boost the whole network performance. Numerous researches have been done to solve the design challenges of a D2D network, and many new approaches have been proposed to make the formation of a D2D network possible [1, 3, 4] . Nevertheless, except for the design challenges, since the fact that all the mobile devices are carried by different people who are irrelevant, a natural problem is whether the device holders are willing to cooperate when they communicate with their neighbors [14] .
Given the fact of explosive growth of online social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, and Weibo, some researches novelly leverage the social relationship to promote a cooperative D2D network [5] . There are also some papers trying to investigate the cooperation rate in a Public Goods Game (HPGG) and Prisoner's Dilemma Game (PDG) modeled collaborative social networks (CSNs) [15, 16] .
As we know, with the popularity of D2D likely communication model, more and more crowdsensing and crowdsourcing applications will be deployed in the flocking population. The realization of such apps is deeply dependent on the cooperation of the mobile nodes. Most existing works place their nodes on a given spatial structure and demonstrate appearance of cooperative nodes in such spatial structure from the view of evolutionary mechanism [17] [18] [19] .
Recently, research about the statistical properties of human motion has attracted much attention. Compared with agents on some specific network topology, we think this meaningful extension is natural and more close to our real social network, given the fact that motion is a fundamental property of individuals and agents may change their place in a typical crowdsensing or crowdsourcing environment. Nevertheless, most researches about this just assume that each node will move all the time during the simulation [20] [21] [22] . In our paper, we assume that the nodes locate on a square plane and each node may move with a probability.
Prisoner's Dilemma (PD) game has long been one of the most popular game models to simulate the biological systems and human behavior [11, 21] . Like most researches about the CSN applications, we also use the PDG to model the cooperation D2D dynamics on the networks. In a PDG modeled D2D communication, each node can choose to cooperate or defect simultaneously and then get their payoff. When a node is willing to sacrifice itself to transfer data for its neighbors, we say that it chooses to cooperate, and we call it a cooperator; otherwise, we consider it a defector. A defector means someone who only gets the data they need from the others and sacrifice nothing to help the others.
Such social dilemma is commonly observed throughout the human societies. The emergence and existence of cooperation remain an open question in biology and social science [12] . Tones of works have been done to study the showing and persistence of cooperation in a population composed of selfish individuals [23] [24] [25] . In a broad range of disciplines, evolutionary game theory is becoming one of the most fruitful frameworks to investigate this dilemma.
Since Nowak and May have first shown us that the evolutionary PD on a simple spatial structure can induce remarkable cooperation emergence [13] , numerous researches have been done to understand the interplay between network topology and evolutionary game. Some natural behaviors in the real world have also been introduced at the same time and many interesting phenomena have been observed. We have already known that social relationship such as kin selection, direct reciprocity, indirect reciprocity, network reciprocity, and group selection has some potential to lead to cooperation [7] . In order to stimulate cooperation among D2D communications, some researches try to leverage human social relationship to solve the cooperation problem in the collaborating D2D network [5, 26] . Recently, research about the statistical properties of human motion has attracted much attention. Recently, many researches extended the research on evolutionary games to the systems consisting of mobile agents which are randomly located on a square plane and play games with agents around them [11] .
Mobile Crowd Network Model
The mobile crowd network we study in this paper was formed by some moving nodes. The nodes meet, connect, and share resources with each other opportunistically. Each node is an autonomous and rational agent in the cooperations with others. Many features of the nodes affect their cooperation behaviors, mainly including crowd density, moving probability, speed, communication radius, and temptation to defect. For the easy understanding of the MCN model, we list some important notions as follows:
: the number of players in a game.
: the length of the square plane.
: the density of the crowd. : reaction radius.
Mobile Crowd
Here, we use = /( × ) to represent the density of the crowd. In the MCN, each node ( ∈ [1, . . . , ]) has a fixed identical communication radius . It is indicated that the mean degree of all nodes is 2 . We use V ( ), and ∈ [0, 2 ) denotes 's moving speed and direction at moment , respectively. At any time, can just contact its neighbor nodes, that is, the set of nodes locating within 's communication coverage. At time , 's neighbor set is denoted as ( ), where ( ) = { | ( , ) < , ∈ , ̸ = }. Here, ( , ) represents the Euclidean distance between and .
In this MCN, the cooperation behaviors between nodes are constrained by nodes' D2D communication radius and their cooperation willingness. When ∈ ( ) ∧ ∉ ( ), we assume that can just transfer data to and can not receive data from . This means and form a unidirectional communication. When ∈ ( ) ∧ ∈ ( ), and can transfer data to and receive data from each other based on their cooperation willingness, which is a bidirectional communication.
Prisoner's Dilemma Game on MCNs.
The cooperation behaviors on the MCN described above can be modeled by a Prisoner's Dilemma Game (PDG), in which the independent nodes are agents of the game. Each node plays PDG with its neighbors round by round with fixed period of time for a round when any two nodes meet each other. All nodes synchronously choose their strategies and compute their payoffs in a round.
A node autonomously makes decision of cooperation or defection that means sharing or not sharing resource to its neighbor nodes. Each node can just choose its strategy: cooperate ( ) or defect ( ). strategy means sharing while means not sharing. A node with a strategy is a cooperator; otherwise, it is a defector. A cooperator will have to sacrifice its own resources; as a consequence, cooperator will create a benefit to each of its neighbors with its own resource consumption. On the contrary, a defector will not lose anything but only benefit from its cooperative neighbors. The payoff matrix of a PDG can be expressed as ( ).
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Two nodes meet and both get a payoff for mutual cooperate and for mutual defect. When two cooperators meet together, they will choose to sacrifice themselves to benefit each other, so they get the same payoff equal to their benefits from cooperative neighbors minus their consumption by choosing to be a cooperator. However, two defectors will do nothing for each other and get no reception from each other, which means that their payoff = 0. Things will change when a cooperator meets a defector; cooperator will choose to sacrifice itself to share its information with the defector, yet the defector will do nothing but only get the benefits from its cooperator neighbors. Thus, cooperator's payoff by playing with a defective neighbor will be less than 0, because it will sacrifice its resources but get nothing from the defector; on the other hand, the defector's payoff will be the largest, because it gets what it needs without sacrificing anything. It is easy to deduce that > > > for all nodes. Therefore, defector always outperforms the cooperator since it will get more no matter what its neighbor is. However, when all nodes choose strategy, they will all get nothing from others and the network is out of action. The situation that the whole network suffers from the problem of low cooperation rate is called social dilemma (the Prisoner's Dilemma Game model first illustrates the conflict of interests between what is best for the individual and what is best for the group and creates the social dilemma [27] ).
To investigate the cooperation dynamics on MCNs, we model the long-term interactions among mobile nodes into an evolutionary PDG. At the beginning of the evolution process, each node randomly chooses its strategy ( or ) at its initial location. Each agent plays a PDG with their neighbors synchronously. In this multiround (or multigeneration) evolutionary game, one round is divided into two phases. At the first phase, all nodes compute and get payoffs according to their strategies. At the second phase, all nodes move and choose their next round strategies. Since a node locates at different position and meets different neighbors, its strategy changes in different round. It is obvious that the multiround game is different from iterated PDGs, since a node's game opponents are changing in different rounds.
By adopting the common practice of the configuration in evolutionary PDGs, such as the work [11, 21, 22] , we let = , = 1, and = = 0 in the payoff matrix. = can be considered as the temptation to defect, 1 < < 2. Thus, we rescale the payoff matrix as ( 1 0 0 ). In the interval from round to + 1, agent moves with velocity V ( ) and direction ( ). Here, ( ) is a variable randomly chosen at the second phase of round , ( ) ∈ [0, 2 ). This means that topology of the MCN will change irregularly. Different from most related work in mobile crowd/social networks, we novelly introduce a new parameter to describe a node's moving probability realistically. When all nodes obtained their payoffs in round , each node should choose its strategy for the next round + 1. Let pof ( ) denote node 's payoff and ( ) denote 's strategy in round . In this evolutionary game, a node changes its strategy according to the following mechanism:
(1) Agent does not need to change its strategy when has no neighbor node in round ; that is, ( + 1) = ( ).
(2) Agent randomly chooses a neighbor and compares pof ( ) with pof ( ). If pof ( ) > pof ( ), will keep its strategy not changing in the next round; that is, ( + 1) = ( ).
(3) Agent randomly chooses a neighbor and compares pof ( ) with pof ( ). If pof ( ) ≤ pof ( ), adopts 's round strategy, that is, ( + 1) = ( ), with a probability (pof ( ) − pof ( ))/(max{ ( ), ( )} ⋅ ). The probability is proportional to the payoff difference [22] . Here, ( ) and ( ) are the number of neighbors of and at round .
It is notable that this mechanism is important for the multiround evolution process because a rational agent tends to change its strategy when it is not satisfied with its payoff in previous round. All agents carry out the strategy update process synchronously. In round , the cooperation rate of the MCN is , where = / ; here = count{ | ( ) = } for = 1, . . . , .
Experiments and Discussions
In this section, Using evolutionary PDG model, we carry out simulations on the MCN to investigate the cooperation rate changing by the moving probability ( ), speed (V), radius ( ), and temptation to defect ( ). In our experiments, the MCN consists of 1000 mobile nodes. The crowd move on a 50 × 50 square. To avoid the border effects, we assume the square plane is toroidal. Under a given , we give agents' radius different distributions. We also compare the cooperation dynamics of the mobile crowd with different radius distributions, including uniform, normal, exponential, and power-law. In order to figure out the influence of the others, we configured the other three parameters as identical features for all agents, and then changed them accordingly to get different cooperation dynamics.
Suppose the position of agent at time (or round) is pos ( ) = ( ( ), ( )). At round , V ( ) refers to agent 's moving speed and ( ) means agent 's moving direction. Then, 's position at next round + 1 is pos ( + 1) = ( ( + 1), ( + 1)) which can be easily computed on a toroidal surface. To simplify the computing, we let time interval from round to + 1 be 1.
In the simulations, to guarantee accuracy, we collect data traces of the last 3,000 generations (rounds) from 50,000 generations. And each piece of data is an average of 100 runs under the same configuration.
Moving Probability with Different Moving Velocity.
Moving probability determines the stability of the nodes and affects the cooperation between agents. To analyze the affection on cooperation rate ( ) from agents' moving probabilities ( ), in the experiment, we calculate the by changing agents' moving probability and fixing the other parameters, including velocity (V), radius ( ), crowd density ( ), and the temptation to defect ( ). The result of this experiment is shown as Figure 1 .
Compared with related work [11] which demonstrated that the cooperation rate can be enhanced under a moderate value of and V, in Figure 1 , we find the cooperation rate of the whole population is also greatly improved with a moderate Figure 1 , when letting crowd nodes move with some moderate probability, cooperation rate improves significantly in the crowd.
It is obvious that the cooperation rate decreases monotonously with increasing, but is irrelevant to the changing of V. When is fixed, we find that is also decreasing while V is increasing. It is notable that the decline curve of different velocity (V = 0.03, V = 0.05, V = 0.07, and V = 0.09) has different amplitude. When V is equal to 0.03, remains almost the same and only a tiny decrease can be observed when is increasing to almost 1. This means the influence of is limited with a moderate V. But when V comes to the larger situation, the influence of appears, which is demonstrated by the curves of V = 0.05, V = 0.07, and V = 0.09. Looking at these curves, it can be found that the decline extent of becomes quicker when agents' moving speed increases. And the dominance of mobility can be only observed in a relatively smaller region of . Based on this discovery, we find that the influence of is also partly determined by agents' moving speed. The influence on cooperation rate from agents' moving probability is more significant under a relatively larger moving speed.
In Figure 1 , we also realize that when the whole mobile crowd move fast, a perfect cooperation network can be formed with a moderate moving probability, which means that individuals of the crowd are relatively stable. On the other hand, when the speed of the crowd is relatively slow, the cooperation rate achieves a high level even though the crowd is not stable enough, which means that the moving probability has relatively larger impact on cooperation rate than moving speed.
Crowd Evolutionary Dynamics.
Capturing a series of snapshots from the evolutionary process, we find some major evolution characteristics of the mobile crowd network system. Figure 2 shows the snapshots at eight times for a simulation with V = 0.07, which indicates how a mobile crowd evolve to a full cooperation network with some favorable conditions. At time 0 [ Figure 2(a) ], both cooperator [green dots] and defector [red dots] players are randomly located on the squared plane, with the same fraction (0.5). Because agents move with a probability, the number of connections for each player will change. Thus, it is essentially different from the static status. Not too long after the initial state, Figure 2(b) shows the state of the system at = 100. We can see a quick decrease of the cooperators. Most individuals turn to a defector for a better payoff, except for a small cluster of cooperators on the top right corner of the square.
Many existing related works had revealed that the cooperators can enforce their success only by forming clusters in a mobile environment [21] . In our simulation, one can also find that the small cooperator cluster becomes expanding as time grows. From Figures 2(c)-2(h), we can see the cooperators slowly expand to the whole square based on the small cooperator region. Then, at about 3000 time steps after = 20000, the system finally evolves to a cooperative network. Figure 2 has shown how cooperators form clusters and then attract the defect nodes that are lying around the boundary to ensure the success of cooperation. In order to qualitatively explain the results generated in Figure 1 , we evaluate the mean payoffs of cooperators and defectors lying around the boundary when V = 0.07. Because all nodes are rational, their strategies will change according to how much payoff they can receive. As Figure 3 shows, the average payoff of the defectors ( ) around the boundary is 0 when the moving probability ( ) is less than 0.38; on the contrary, the payoffs of the cooperators ( ) on the boundary are at the highest level. So, at this region of , we can know that defectors have no place to live ( = 0), while cooperators flourish in the crowd and get their highest payoff. When is bigger than 0.38, begins to decrease and begins to increase. We are able to see the decreasing of cooperators and the defectors appear and keep increasing. Interestingly, when is more than 0.62, both and tend to decline. This may be owing to the lasting growth of the defectors. When the number of defectors is big enough, then defectors will have more chances to communicate with the ones that are also defectors. Compared with the case that most nodes lying around the defective one are cooperator, as a matter of fact, this will definitely lower their payoffs. Then, at = 0.74, we can find both cooperators and defectors get a payoff of 0, which means the crowd falls into a defection state, and defectors can never gain payoffs by exploiting their cooperator neighbors.
Moving Probability under Various Defect Temptation.
In order to analyze the role of moving probability, given the condition that the temptation to defect ( ) is changing, Figure 4 shows us the cooperation level curves of our simulation results for ( ) as a function of the temptation to defect . Each curve indicates different moving probabilities ( ), here we have four curves indicated as = 0, = 0.1, = 0.5, and = 0.9. Not surprising, like most classic studies about the relationship between defect temptation and in the evolutionary game theory, it is notable that decreases monotonously with increasing up to a threshold where cooperation vanishes, in both static and dynamic status. This is reasonable because larger means stronger temptation to defect. All nodes of the crowd will tend to defect when the temptation is big enough. But we can find various threshold under different . When is not 0, it is clear that the cooperation level decreases while the moving probability increases. By fixing , we find that is inversely proportional to the moving probability ( ). When is relatively small (less than about 1.3), is dramatically promoted when individuals choose to move with some probability. As we see in Figure 3 , for = 0.1 always dominates for the static status ( = 0). But, for a higher moving probability ( = 0.5, = 0.9), compared with the static status, cooperation rate is promoted in a relatively smaller region of . It is about 0-1.19 when = 0.5 and about 0-1.16 when = 0.9. From Figure 4 , we find that when given a moderate temptation to defect, a relatively stable ( is small) crowd helps to form a cooperation network. We can also find that declines when the mobile crowd system becomes more erratic. It is also important to notice that a relatively small means a larger region of that can make sure the cooperation is successful.
Crowd Density and Communication
Radius. Similar to most related work, it is interesting to investigate the effects of (crowd density), (node's communication radius), and V (moving speed), respectively, on the evolution of cooperation after we give the node a probability to move. With fixed and V, we investigate the effect of on three different moving probabilities ( ) in Figure 5 . In order to get various , we change the crowd population . Obviously, smaller means lower crowd density. Compared with the work [11, 21, 25] , we find an ideal region of the density of the players which is favorable to form a cooperation crowd under three different . From Figure 4 , we can see that the cooperation level ( ) tends to be low when the population is both too spread ( is small) and too dense ( is large) in three different . For this reason, these two conditions are hard for cooperators to form clusters, the only mechanism that can enforce their success. When it comes to different , the figure shows that different obtains a different ideal density region. Obviously, = 0.1 gets a biggest range of ideal density area that is good for the evolution of cooperation. Interestingly, when fixing , smaller moving probability ( = 0.1) also dominates the larger ones ( = 0.5 and = 0.9). It indicates that a relatively smaller individual's moving probability can get a more cooperative network. At the same time, when is too large or small, the crowd can only get a full defective result, which means is equal to 0.
Each node only communicates with the nodes within its radius, which means node's radius ( ) has an important role in the evolutionary game dynamic. Figure 6 shows mobile crowd's cooperation dynamics with four different view radii when is changing. It is obvious that monotonically decreases with the increase of . However, different radius distributions can induce different cooperation levels. And we can sort it out easily from Figure 6 . We can know that crowd will get a lowest cooperation level when all the nodes have the same radius. However, the cooperation rate will be improved remarkably when the crowd has a more heterogeneous distribution. We can see the power-law distribution, which is the most heterogeneous one, gets the highest cooperation level. Previous studies have revealed that radii have some nontrivial connection with nodes' moving property [21] . From Figure 6 , we infer that the influence of different radius distribution still exists under a moving probability . In Figure 7 , we fix other parameters in order to investigate the effect of the view radius changing. We can find that the highest cooperator frequency can be obtained under some moderate values of ( is within 1.0-1.6). When is larger or smaller than that value region, we observe an apparent decline of the crowd's cooperation level. This is in accordance with [21, 22] . Evidently, nodes have fewer interaction neighbors with a smaller , and cooperators cannot form clusters to resist the invasion of defectors. On the contrary, with a large , nodes of the crowd tend to be mixed enough; more or less everyone interacts with each other, so we inevitably have a low cooperation level.
Moving Speed.
Next, assume node will move with a probability ( = 0.5), we fix other parameters to investigate the effect of the velocity V in Figure 8 . As in Figure 4 even with different speed, cooperation level declines when we increase the temptation of defect ( ). Compared with the static case (V = 0, = 0), it is worth noting that cooperation is greatly enhanced when players are allowed to move with a low velocity (e.g., V = 0.01). Besides, different moving speed can induce different cooperation levels, and one can easily sort out the cooperation levels: V = 0.01 > V = 0.03 > V = 0.05 > V = 0.07. Similar to Figure 4 , we also observe that a low velocity can improve the cooperator in a larger region of , indicating that lower velocity can tend to be of more benefit to the survival of cooperator.
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the cooperation dynamics on a typical mobile crowd network of D2D communication. Using evolutionary game theory, our simulation and analysis on the cooperative behaviors of mobile users take a deep insight into the cooperation promotion in such a dynamical network with selfish autonomous users. The experiment results show that mobile user's features, including speed, moving probability, and reaction radius, have an obvious influence on the formation of a cooperative MCN. We also found some optimal status when the crowd's cooperation rate reaches the best. (1) The crowd can reach a good cooperation rate with a moderate moving speed and probability, which is no more than 0.5; (2) we found the best reaction radius of a node in MCN, which is about 0.8 to 1.5 in our simulation; (3) the ideal crowd is also shown in our experiment, which is about 1 to 3; (4) the crowd can research a higher cooperation rate when the temptation to defect is higher, which is reasonable. These regularities are useful for a network designer to design a MCN with good performance.
